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Welcome
Everywhere we turn, it seems that people 
are pushing for more sustainable ways of  
living. Not only are governments adopting 
policies to shrink our collective footprint, 
companies are also changing the way they 
operate. The hairdressing industry is part 
of  this shift, with a growing number of  
salons getting serious about recycling, but 
in very fun ways. The Green Chair will 
show you how easy sustainability can be, 
and how the benefits stretch far beyond 
protecting our environment.

p2
BOOM: HAIRY 
SPONGES 
Deep down, we all secretly long for that 
coveted hairstyle that stops traffic with a 
confident and strategic flick. Work it.

But why stop there?
Let’s aim for one better and flaunt the 

hair that can act as an ecological warrior 
too. They’re called hair booms, and they’re 
being created to clean up oil spills around 
the world. That’s right, your hair can help 
protect the ocean.>>>

T H E  G R E E N  c h a i r 

WHERE 
THE  
WILD 
THINGS 
ARE 
When Shaun McGrath  
isn’t cutting hair, he’s busy 
moonlighting as an artist who puts 
his green thumb to good use, by 
creating breathtaking designs,  
using only recycled materials 
(mainly hair).
The creative director of Stevie  
English Hair has a knack for  
drawing out the beauty  
in the mundane. He’s  
particularly proud of   
The Wilderness  
collection, which is  
made almost entirely  
of hair clippings that  
have been swept off  
the salon floor. 
continued p3...

THE POWER OF SEPARATION   p4

OzHarvest effectively redistributes excess food to  
those who would otherwise go hungry. Just by 
recycling waste SSA is able to help...

A FAIRY TAIL ENDING  p5

SSA are helping to create wigs for sick kids who 
have lost their hair, taking them a step 

closer to the childhood they deserve.

DRIVING THE FUTURE p6

When electric cars have a ”Ludicrous Speed” mode  
you know sustainability has reached cool status. Enter 
the world of  Elon Musk, the creator of  Tesla Motors.

Paul Frasca, Sustainable Salons Australia  
co-founder with Jon Dee founder of Do Something 
and Lea-Ann Suthern, salon owner of TONI&GUY 
Newtown holding a hair boom.
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CONTINUED 
FROM P1
Boom: Hairy Sponges

Sustainable Salons Australia  
(SSA) is preparing a stockpile of  
these hairy sponges to send to the 
Great Barrier Reef, in case there’s  
an oil spill. Hopefully this day will 
never pass, but SSA member salons 
are collecting hair clippings for  
booms, just to be safe.

Hairy
FACTS

Every year Australian hair 
salons send 

one million kilos 
of  foil waste to landfill, 

where it takes centuries to 
degrade, but luckily,  

aluminium foil can be recycled 
to save precious water  

and energy, though not many 
salons know about this.

Hair grows
 faster in summer, 

than in winter.

It’s no surprise that we’ve 
grown accustomed to a certain  
way of  living, enjoying so much  
at our fingertips. 

But, at what cost to the Earth?
Louise Boronyak from the Institute  

of Sustainable Futures says if all humans lived 
the way we do in Australia, we would need 
seven planets to sustain us. Seven planets!

This is no small problem, but recycling is 
one solution which can make a difference. 
“It’s conserving resources, so we don’t 
need to go out to ecosystems or mine or 
cut trees…it’s helping to preserve natural 
habitats,” Louise says.

In the hairdressing industry, Sustainable 
Salons Australia (SSA) is leading the way 
with their unique bin collection system, 
which recycles salon waste.

Paul Frasca and Ewelina Soroko are 
the brains behind this venture. Paul is a 
hairdresser and his partner Ewelina has a 
background in environmental science (Cupid 
must secretly be a hippie, because this is the 
perfect union to tackle salon waste). 
How did you both meet?
Ewelina: We met in Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands. At the time I was doing 
research in sustainable fashion. 
Why was SSA created?
Paul: In 2014 we researched the waste 
and recycling habits of  over 100 salons 
and found that Australian hair salons send 
over 1,000,000 kilos of  aluminium foil, 
500,000 kilos of  aluminium colour tubes 
and 400,000 kilos of  hair to landfill yearly. 
The industry suffers from a serious waste 
problem and the current recycling facilities 
don’t cater for a hair salon’s needs.
How does the SSA program work?

Paul: SSA is a comprehensive recycling 
service designed for the hair salon. We provide 
a regular collection service to collect up to 
95% of the salon’s waste. We reward the salon 
and support the local community by donating 
100% of  recycling proceeds to charities.
Who benefits from all of  this?
Ewelina: We all do. The environment 
benefits from a serious reduction of  waste 
ending up in our soil and waterways and 
charitable organisations benefit from the 
proceeds that SSA donate from recycling. 
A client can decrease their footprint and 
contribute to amazing causes such as the 
hair boom oil spill clean up program, just 
by visiting a SSA hair salon. 
How does a salon get involved?
Paul: Simple. A salon just needs to get in 
contact with us. At the first consultation we 
can establish the salon’s waste levels and 
possibilities of  improvement.

How does this work?
Basically, hair clippings are stuffed into 
massive nylon stockings. It turns out 
that hair is brilliant at soaking up oil, so 
these booms will serve as a chemical-free 
sponge and barrier, to prevent further 
contamination. 
Why is this important? 
Oil spills are devastating, causing 
dehydration, hypothermia, blindness and 
other health problems for mammals and 
birds. For animals like seals, which rely on 
scent to identify their young, the oil can 
mask the smell, leading to babies being 
abandoned by their mothers and starving  
to death…
What’s wrong with using chemicals in 
the clean up of  oil spills? 
It’s a double edged sword, because the 
chemicals seep into waterways and throw 
everything out of  balance. Louise Boronyak 

from the Institute of  Sustainable Futures 
says these chemicals damage marine life. 

“If  we can find a different way through 
the hair booms, then we don’t need to use 
those dispersants that are costly and have 
such a high environmental cost…then that’s 
a huge way forward for cleaning up oil 
spills in the future,” she says. 
What can you do? 
If  your salon is registered with SSA, take 
pride in the fact that your hair is being 
collected to protect our oceans. 

TONI&GUY in Newtown is one salon 
recycling its waste through the SSA 
program. Owner Lea-Ann Suthern says 
her clients get a thrill out of  helping the 
environment while getting their hair cut.

 “Our clients are really surprised about 
how sustainable we can be, they love the 
fact that their hair goes into a hair boom 
and can be used for something.”

SUSTAINABLE SALONS AUSTRALIA: 
CREATING SALON WASTE HISTORY
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Ewelina Soroko  
and Paul Frasca,  
co-founders of 
Sustainable  
Salons Australia

From top to bottom: SSA salons Moda Hair and Bond 
Hair Religion proudly showing off their hair booms.
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SEEING 
WASTE 
THROUGH 
RECYCLED 
GLASSES
Now you can benefit 
from recycling too, by rocking a pair 
of  glasses that manages to be trendy 
and practical at the same time.

Dresden Optics is changing the way that 
prescription glasses are worn in Australia, 
by creating frames from recycled waste. 
There’s no doubt you’ll be treated to a 
spectacle when you step into their Newtown 
store, as you suddenly find yourself  wishing 
you own a dozen eyes, to sample the array 
of  colours.

Pick up any frame and you’ll wonder 
what its story is. That milk bottle lid that 
someone carelessly tossed onto the beach? 
It’s now been melted into a pair of  frames, 
along with shampoo bottles donated by 
salons, discarded fishing nets and other 
strange materials.

Jack Piper, head of  research and 
development, says salons create enough 
plastic to fill their shop with frames. 

“Hair salons, unfortunately use a lot of  
packaging, every lotion, every shampoo, 
every conditioner, they all come in these 
bottles, once they’re empty, single use, 
they’re disposed of…a lot of  them are 
in fantastic colours, bright oranges and 
greens,” Jack says.

Who knew waste could be so fashionable? 
To check out these innovative glasses,  

go to www.dresden.com.au. 

HAIRDRESSER BY 
DAY, MAVERICK 
INNOVATOR  
BY NIGHT
Continued from p1...

Different processes are used to transform the hair into 
incredible shapes and colours, such as leaving product in 
the hair for weeks, to change its consistency.

This process is all about daring to experiment and do 
something different. “The most important element of  
any creative journey is failure,” Shaun says.

“As I grow my list of  achievements, my list of  failures 
needs to grow at least ten times that speed.”

Hairy
FACTS 

Hair fibres 

were once used as an  
ingredient in China 

to make  
soy sauce.

Extra protein? Yum :/

Did you know that 

hair can be used 

as insulation? 
Just like wool!

Plastic never  
truly 

goes away,
it just breaks down  
into smaller pieces, 

making it a true menace  
to the environment.

In Australia, we buy 

600 million litres  
of  bottled water  

a year, 

and use  
10 million  

plastic bags  
a day…

guess where a lot  
of  this ends up?

 

The media
is starting to pay 

attention  
to green initiatives

 in the hairdressing  
industry. Sustainable  
Salons Australia has  

been featured on  
Smart Money,  

a Sky News program  
hosted by Jon Dee,  

as well as publications  
like The Fifth Estate.

Images from The Wilderness Collection by Shaun McGrath,  
creative director at Stevie English Hair.

Dresden Optics store in Newtown, NSW.

Editor’s 
note:
It may seem that no harm can come 
from putting your feet up and 
enjoying a leisurely wash, cut and 
blow dry. Who doesn’t love that?
But it turns out this simple pleasure 
can harm the planet. 

In Australia, our hairdressing 
industry sends more than two million 
kilos of  waste to the dump each year. 

This is seeping into our waterways 
and natural habitats, causing damage 
beyond what we can measure.

But it doesn’t have to be this way. 
Of  course, you’re welcome to swear 

off cutting your hair forever, and 
embrace an unkempt mane, but you 
may want to consider a less dramatic 
solution first.

Sustainable Salons Australia (SSA) 
is working with businesses to create 
projects that are kind to our planet 
and to humanity.

SSA has created a unique  
recycling system, which is at the 
heart of  this crusade. Even your 
hair gets recycled (yes, you read 
that correctly). The Green Chair will 
explore this and more. 

Who says sustainability can’t 
be glamorous? You don’t have to 
sacrifice the bounce in your hair, or 
join a commune, to help the planet. 
Go ahead, put your feet up, and take 
comfort in the fact that your salon is 
part of  a movement that is working 
to protect the Earth, and give back to 
the community.

Melissa Lahoud

Melissa (left) pictured with a friend.
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St George Metals & Loumbos Plant recycling paper, cardboard and scrap metal from SSA hair salons.  
Not only are they contributing to a worthwhile charity, they’re also saving precious resources. Here’s an interesting fact about aluminium, 
which is used in hair foil: “Aluminium is actually infinitely recyclable…your aluminium tin can actually be recycled twenty million times,  
it would still have the same density every single time.” – Adrian Arbuckle at St George Metals

A HUGE SHOUT 
OUT GOES TO

WASTE = 
FOOD
Who would have thought 
you can help provide meals to 
people in need, just by getting  
your foils done? 

SSA donates all the proceeds it raises from 
recycling salon waste to OzHarvest, an 
organisation which delivers food to 600 
charities across Australia, free of  charge.

In Australia, nearly one million children 
go without breakfast or dinner every day.

And yet, there’s no shortage of  food. In 
fact, there’s too much food, but it’s ending 
up in landfills, rather than soothing the 
ache of  grumbling bellies.

Hair salons, through the simple act of  
separating their waste into SSA bins,  
are helping OzHarvest keep up their  
vital work.

“One dollar that is donated to 
OzHarvest allows us to deliver two 
meals to people in need, and that’s just 
incredible,” says spokesperson Louise Tran.

So there we have it, the benefits of  
recycling salon waste go beyond protecting 
the environment. What’s not to love about 
going sustainable? 

To find out more about OzHarvest and 
the amazing work they do throughout 
Australia, go to www.ozharvest.org.

Hairy
FACTS 

Plastic is 

the silent killer  
of  oceans, 

this problem is so widespread,  
it’s even reached  
the remoteness  
of  Antarctica.

Overfishing 
is a major problem 

and Pacific bluefin tuna 
numbers have 

dropped by 96 percent.

Clockwise from top: Woohoo salon 
staff recycling their salon metals; 
Ronni Kahn, founder of OzHarvest 
charity; a client getting her foils done 
at Luc Espace salon in Chatswood.

We support

Today Sustainable Salons Australia are able 
to provide 2000 meals a month by diverting 

salon waste from landfill. 

Thank you for your support. 

Your visit to our salons support hungry Australians.

We support

Today Sustainable Salons Australia are able 
to provide 2000 meals a month by diverting 

salon waste from landfill. 

Thank you for your support. 

Your visit to our salons support hungry Australians.
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PONIES THAT 
MATTER
“By continuing to do our job each day,
cutting off people’s hair, we can help thousands 
who suffer from alopecia” – Brett Stafford 
from Woohoo Salon.

The ocean is not the only beneficiary of  your tresses. 
Salons that sign up with SSA are helping to create 

wigs for children with hair loss, or alopecia.
This is an autoimmune condition with no known 

cure, and the baldness can lead to social phobia, anxiety 
and depression. The problem is, wigs are expensive - 
especially for children, who need more than one piece as 
they age and their heads grow bigger.

Lucy Rae works for Variety, the Children’s Charity, 
an organisation helping families raise money to 
purchase wigs for children. She says a wig can build the 
confidence that comes with having a full head of  hair.

“The extra trauma of  losing their hair suddenly can be 
really challenging, so having a wig to make the child feel 
included and like everyone else is really important for 
their self-esteem,” Lucy says.

This is where SSA come in, by donating hair so 
that quality wigs can be made. Though, unlike hair 
booms, this is an art which demands something more 
sophisticated than short clippings. There’s a high 
standard to meet. 

A lot of  work goes into this, since it takes up to 20 
ponytails to make one wig for a child. There’s always a 
demand for donated hair, but not many salons know about it.

So, what are you waiting for? Get chopping...

Hairy
FACTS

 

Birds and animals

are choking on the 
plastic in waterways.

Around thirty per cent  
of  marine fish have ingested 

plastic, which means it finds its 
way onto our plates too.

 

A sustainable  
clothes washer 

can save more water  
in a whole year 

than a person drinks in  
their lifetime.

The biological function of  hair 

is to protect the head 
 from hot and cold weather.

PLASTIC FANTASTIC: GIVING  
A SECOND LIFE TO WASTE 
The science of  junk conversion: how do we go from this to that? Magic? 
I’m getting carried away, but it’s difficult to stay rational when you see the nifty products some companies  
are churning out, without people being any wiser to their true origins.

What happens to the rising piles of  shampoo, conditioner and hair 
treatment bottles that SSA collects from salons? 

Award-winning Plastic Forests is turning our rubbish into 
practical items, like signs. At the moment, they’re creating an 
underground electrical cable cover, which is proving useful for the 
rollout of  the national broadband network. They even take plastic 
that’s contaminated by chemicals. 

The founder of  Plastic Forests, David Hodge, says only four 
percent of  plastic is recycled around the world, the rest ends up 
in a hole in the ground. “I’m just sick of  the economy currently 
working what we call a dud frame work... you dig it up, use it once 
and dispose of  it. I don’t see anything in nature that works like 
that. It’s all sustainable and that’s why we’re doing it,” he says.

Way to go, Dave.

Clockwise from top left: Client donating 
ponytails at Vincent & Dupree salon in 
Waverley; Brett Stafford owner of Woohoo 
salon in Charlestown; client donating her 
hair at Woohoo salon; ponytails collected at 
Wenona School donation event; Sydney TAFE 
hairdressing teachers volunteering their 
cutting skills at the Wenona donation event. 

Mulgoa MP Tanya 
Davies with Plastic 
Forests managing 
director David Hodge 
at the recycling plant.
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Tesla Motors are creating electric cars, 
powered by rechargeable batteries. More 
than 50,000 are already zooming down 
roads around the world, and power stations 
are popping up in Australia, for long drives. 
Instead of going to the petrol station to fill up 
on gas, you drive to the nearest Supercharger 
station to charge the battery. Zoom! 

When it comes to charging the battery on 
a regular basis, it’s all about convenience. 
Tesla owners have the option of  charging 
their cars at home, by plugging it into a 
wall connector installed in the garage. The 
best time to charge is overnight and Tesla 
say you will pay less for electricity than you 
do for petrol.

The company set out on a mission to 
prove that electric cars could be just as 
good, if  not better, than gas-powered cars, 
when they first started out in 2003. Their 
vision is for the world to get on board with 
sustainable transport.

And soon it will be possible to power 
your home from the energy of  the sun, 
using Powerwall, a battery that stores 
electricity from solar panels during the day, 
to light up the home at night. Australia 
will be one of  the first countries to tap 
into this, with the first installations already 
underway. Nice! 

A bit about Elon Musk, CEO of  Tesla:
This is a man with a seriously impressive 
list of  achievements to his name (PayPal, 
SpaceX and SolarCity, to name a few) and 
he won’t stop there. The entrepreneur, 
engineer and multimillionaire is on a 
mission to get the world to embrace 
sustainability and look to extending life 
beyond Earth. His knack for inventing 
started at an early age, when he taught 
himself  computer programming as a child 
and since then, his brain has been ticking 
non-stop. Imagine what’s next? His dream 
of  colonising Mars may seem far-fetched, 
but if  anyone can make it happen, it’s 
probably Elon Musk. 

IN OTHER FUTURISTIC NEWS: 
Rumour has it that Dyson is working 
on a “silent hairdryer”, which is far 
quieter than current hairdryers. The 
company is very secretive about its 
projects, but leaked patents show 
that this design has been considered 
in the past, so there may be hope 
for it yet. Wouldn’t it be nice to dry 
your hair without having to put up 
with a tornado in your ear?  

RACING TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY 

Top to bottom, left to right: Tesla Model X; Tesla Powerwall; Tesla Roadster 2.5; 
Supercharger station; Tesla Model S; Elon Musk.

The “silent hairdryer” patented by Dyson.
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Instagram: @SUSTAINABLESALONSAUSTRALIA

. . .  T H I S  N E W S PA P E R  WA S  C R E AT E D  B Y  . . .

THE SUSTAINABLE SALONS COMMUNITY 

The Murphy Gozzard 
Hair Community
Rough Threads is an organisation providing 
clothes, food, haircuts and more to people 
who are homeless in Sydney. They’re all 
about bringing communities together to 
support each other, and invite people to get 
involved, in whatever way they can. 

The Murphy Gozzard Hair Community 
are doing an amazing job at heading up the 
hairdressing section at the Rough Threads 
events held a few times a year and are always 
on the lookout for hairdressers to volunteer 
their cutting skills. Please contact the 
organisations direct for volunteering queries.
www.roughthreads.org
www.murphygozzard.com.au

Bond Hair Religion
Bond Hair Religion in Canberra raised 
over eight thousand dollars to support 
Bravehearts and Lifeline, two charities 
working tirelessly to protect children and 
provide crisis support. Amazing effort!
www.bondhairreligion.com

Estia Boutique Hair
Chopping off all your hair can be a 
daunting prospect, but Toni from Estia 
Boutique Hair, and her young friend  
Emily, took this one step further, by 
shaving their heads to raise over three 
thousand dollars for cancer research. 
They also donated their hair to the Variety 
Australia charity, to support children with 
alopecia. Impressive…  
www.facebook.com/estiaboutiquehair 

TONI&GUY 
Bondi Beach
TONI&GUY in Bondi Beach have been 
overwhelmed by the generosity of  clients, 
who have donated bags of  clothing to 
be sent to the Aboriginal community of  
Jilkminggan. The salon has teamed up with 
Enterprise Learning Projects, to help set up 
a pop up op shop, which will give women 
from the community a chance to dive into 
the world of  enterprise. Owner Kelly 
Wright received enough donations to fill up 
her car, in one day alone! 
www.toniandguy.com.au/salons/nsw-
locations/bondi-beach



SUSTAINABLE SALONS’ FOOTPRINT

18,000 KG

recycled over 
7,200 KG of paper

of plastic has been
diverted from landfill 

diverted 42,000kg of salon 
metals waste from landfill, 
resulting in 24,000 meals 
for the homeless

by recycling tools, we 
prevented toxic heavy 

metals from leaching 
into the environment 

3 Tonnes

2 Tonnes
of excess chemical waste 

has been collected 
and recycled 

we have collected over 10,000 
ponytails which can make 
500 wigs for children with 
Cancer and Alopecia 

of hair collected to assist in 
oil spill clean up efforts

we saved enough water 
to fill 96,200 baths

saved enough 
energy to power a 

TV for 88,665 days

=

Over the last 12 months our resource recovery efforts have made a 
positive influence on the sustainability of the salon industry, here’s how:

saved the same amount 
of Co2 as a return trip 
from Sydney to London

sustainablesalonsaustralia

The stats in this infographic reflect SSA’s activities in 2015-16. For more information 
on what we do, please visit www.sustainablesalons.com.au


